Written by experts in musculoskeletal imaging, this new radiology reference offers structured checklists for interpreting and reporting a full range of musculoskeletal MRI examinations. It describes how to use these templates and incorporate them into your practice so you can provide efficient, accurate, complete, and consistently formatted reporting.

Key features:
- Discusses the advantages of using structured templates; the protocols for different musculoskeletal MRI examinations, designed to answer the questions of the referring physician; how to fill in the structured template using a checklist approach; and how to arrive at the most relevant diagnostic impression
- Explores a separate joint or specific group of entities in each chapter, and includes the reporting template along with a step-by-step description and abundant imaging examples that capture the entire spectrum of corresponding pathology
- Focuses on the most common clinical scenarios encountered in daily practice, and summarizes various related syndromes at the end of the chapters
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